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ABSTRACT:

LIFE INSURANCE:

'Reverse Underwriting' by Prospects

1 INTRODUCTION

The process of assessing the risk profile of the life-

insurance applicant whether individual or group and then

fixing the rate of premium is called risk classification or

underwriting and insurers consider it a complex job

requiring professional expertise. It is seldom realized and

discussed that prospects too go through a process of

assessing the various risks they are likely to face when life

insurer/insurance Agent solicits insurance from them a

process that may be termed “Reverse underwriting”. It is

not 'sales objection' or 'avoidance of sale'. It is prospects'

search for better alternatives.

This Paper progresses in to 7 parts, viz.

1 Introduction
2 Literature Review
3 Methodology
4 Underwriting
5 Reverse Underwriting
6 Discussion, and
7 Conclusion

With 7 Charts, 9 Diagrams, 7 End-notes and 36
References.

Insurance is a 'service'. It is essential we have an idea as to

what is understood by 'service'. Goods and services belong

in different logical categories [Hill (1977)]. This leads us to

conclude that unlike goods services can not have

accumulated stock or inventory. In other words services

must be consumed as they are produced. According to

Bhagwati (1984) services could be of two types, viz. i. those

requiring physical proximity of the user and provider and

ii. Others. Services that require physical proximity are

categorized as:

i. Mobile provider and immobile user, e.g. Shifting

of labour from one country to another

ii. Immobile provider and mobile user, e.g. Hospital

services, and

iii. Mobile provider and mobile user, e.g. Lectures,

haircut etc.

Services for which physical proximity of the provider and

user is not essential, i.e. Long distance services are on the

rise due to technical progress, e.g. banking and insurance.

[Bhagwati(1985)]. Insurance market activity, both as a

financial intermediary and a provider of risk transfer and

indemnification, may contribute to economic growth by

allowing different risks to be managed more efficiently and

by mobilizing domestic savings. During the last decade,

there has been faster growth in insurance market activity,

particularly in emerging markets given the process of

liberalization and financial integration, which raises

questions about its impact on economic growth. Using the

generalized method of moments for dynamic models of

panel data for 56 countries and for the 1976-2004 period,
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we find robust evidence of a causal relationship between

insurance market activity and economic growth [Marco

Arena (2006)]. Entry to insurance cover comes through an

underwriting activity. Insurance, as a service, operate

through three different sectors, viz. life insurance, general

insurance including deposit insurance and agricultural

insurance [also known as non-life insurance] and

reinsurance [including retrocession]. In this thesis I deal

with life insurance and underwriting pertaining to life

insurance.

Underwriting is the assessment of risk on the life that seeks

life insurance cover and then fixing a premium for the

cover. It is considered a complex job requiring professional

expertise and competence.

A representative of a life insurance company, an Insurance

Agent, solicits life insurance business from a prospect,

more often than not; the solicitation is rejected for one

reason or another. Insurance men, the world over, regard

this rejection as the result of 'sales objections', which is an

incomplete explanation for the rejection. This study tried

to find out the factors that enabled a prospect to take a

decision to buy/not to buy life insurance. Here the prospect

goes through a process of assessing the various risks he is

likely to undergo by acceding to the solicitation of the

insurance Company [or its salesman] and takes an

underwriting decision in the same way as any insurer does.

This decision making by the prospect is never viewed as

underwriting though it is argued that the prospect too goes

through considerations of risk avoidance, risk sharing, risk

transfer, risk acceptance and risk postponement. Reverse

underwriting may be defined as a process by which a

prospect for life insurance sale analyses and assesses the

risks he is going to undertake by giving an affirmative

answer to the insurance intermediary's suggestion for

going in for risk cover through his company. Reverse

underwriting makes his mind search for appropriate

alternatives too. In sales objections the prospect does not

consider alternatives but wants to avoid the sale.

The literature presently available could be classified into

four main heads, viz.

i. Reverse underwriting as underwriting followed in reverse

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

mortgage. To quote, 'If you have decided to try a reverse

mortgage for some reason (like paying college for a

grandson of yours), you'll need a trusted lender to advise

you on the process. They will consult you on various

specifics of a reverse mortgage that you are probably not

familiar with and this is the time when you will have the

opportunity to ask plenty of questions. After you have

submitted an application which has been approved by the

reverse mortgage underwriting department (which is

supposed to be easier due to lack of income requirements),

your lender will help you through the tough part of the

process, such as different appraisals and inspections on the

property and preparing the loan papers' [What does the

reverse mortgage underwriting process include?

[Http://www.mortgageqna.com].

ii. The second reference of reverse underwriting is to

reverse mergers or reverse take-overs. In this a private

company may move to strategically take over an existing

public company and effect a merger thereof. 'The other and

more common method of going public is through an Initial

Public Offering (IPO). The process involves attracting and

retaining an underwriter, along with securities lawyers and

auditors. A registration statement prepared and filed with

federal and state regulators after which the company goes

through an extensive review process that may take as long

as 6 to 8 months to complete. Following the review process,

the company goes on a road show and is presented to

brokers and investors. The underwriter seeks subscriptions

to purchase the company's shares. If the subscriptions are

sufficient, the underwriting becomes “firm”. The IPO is

then closed, the company is public, and the company

receives its portion of the offering proceeds'

[http://www.fscmg.com It is also called self

underwriting.

iii. During the AIDS epidemic of the early 1990s a number

of policy owners found themselves holding life insurance

policies purchased prior to the epidemic, while they, at the

same time, faced mounting medical bills. In response to

this situation, a number of “viatical” organizations arose.

The viaticals attempted to provide, a secondary market for

life insurance policies by bundling and securitizing life

].



insurance policies covering AIDS victims and others with

terminal illnesses. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, similar

organizations also attempted to securitize life insurance

policies belonging to older persons under the “rubric”

“senior settlements”. Both viaticals and senior settlements

organizations recognized the possibility of adverse

selection against them and thus employed a form of

“Reverse underwriting” to ensure against unwanted

longevity [Mark A. Rothstein (2004) 'Reverse

underwriting' was used to describe “The positive

encouragement of a potential annuitant to disclose all

possible ailments that could result in enhanced buying

power confirming that you smoke or that you are diabetic

can result in a significant increase in resultant income”

[Paul Holland (2005)].

iv. An editorial in the Makarantham of January 2005 titled

“Reverse underwriting” written by V.N.S.Pillai and a paper

'Reverse Underwriting [Basavaraju and V.N.S.Pillai

(2005)] published in the ICFAI University Press Insurance

Chronicle of May-June 2005 explained the concept in a

different way. They referred to the concept as the process of

decision making taken by the prospects of life insurance [in

the same way as insurers do] after assessing the various

risks they are going to undertake by acceding to the

solicitation of an insurance Agent/company to go in for

life insurance cover. The various available literature on

reverse underwriting may be summarized as follows:

(i) Reverse underwriting as Reverse Mortgage

Underwriting

(ii) Reverse underwriting as Reverse Merger

where general ly a

private company takes

over a public company.

(Iii) Reverse underwriting as Selection against

insurer.

(iv) Reverse underwriting as a process undertaken

b y p r o s p e c t s o f

insurance similar to the

underwriting process

undertaken by every

insurer.

].

3     METHODOLOGY

4 UNDERWRITING

This study was made by first analyzing the fears that could

put limitations on the prospect's decision making.

Limitations on decision making are contributed by, in

addition to the unrealistic aspects of human behaviour

mentioned in behavioural economics.

i. Awareness and knowledge ( or the lack of it) of the

subject and the economy

ii. Perceived benefits and actual experiences of

others and

iii. Anchoring on certain opinions about investments

and reacting too slowly to information.

These factors were enumerated and analyzed and a survey

was conducted, covering 21169 persons from all over

India, to find whether the conclusions reached by analysis

of fears were supported by data on prospects' responses.

These persons were approached by insurance Agents

soliciting life insurance business.

Another survey [covering thirty five Administrative

Officers of life insurance industry] sought the views of a

group of insurance professionals on the earlier conclusions

and this was an effort to see how the analysis of fears by the

researcher, responses of the prospects and the responses of

the professionals were converging on conclusions. This

study, being first of its kind on this topic, assumes

significance in that it could open up scope for further

research in these areas, which would eventually benefit the

practitioners in life insurance marketing. Further

researchers may add to, refine or improve the findings here.

The process of assessing the risk profile of the life-

insurance applicant whether individual or group and then

fixing the rate of premium is called risk classification or

underwriting. Generally risk may be classified into four

groups, viz. preferred, standard, rated and declined. The

methods by which an insurer manages risks are: [a] Risk

avoidance [b] Risk transfer [c] Risk sharing, and [d] Risk

acceptance and management. Risk acceptance would be

through a process of underwriting. The typical

underwriting decisions [on a proposal] of a life insurer are
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as follows:

i. Accepted [on ordinary terms/rates], that is, the

insurer has decided to undertake the risk on the

proposed life on standard terms of the company.

ii. Accepted [on terms other than those

suggested] and offered some other plan /

term / other condition like imposing an

extra premium to meet higher

health/occupation risk etc. for

undertaking risk on the proposed life.

iii. Postponed, consideration of the proposal

is postponed anticipating that the effects

of some of the high risk factors faced by

the proposed life may come down in

future.

iv. Declined, the proposed life would almost

definitely result in a claim by death

within the proposed term.

Underwriters of insurance Companies arrive at the above

decisions, or rather conclusions, based on the analysis of

the risks they are likely to face on the life of the proposer or

applicant for insurance. Risks on a life are associated with

his family history, personal history, individual and social

habits, occupation, hobbies and the future possibilities of

joining the armed forces or Para trooping, diving or

hazardous researches etc. Income of the applicant and the

proposed insurance cover too could have unhealthy

correlation offering moral hazard to the insurer and a

higher risk for the applicant's own life. Insurers would be

interested to offer cover to those lives who are well placed

officially and socially, who take care of their own health in

a methodical manner and who are financially sound

enough to pay premiums. An applicant incapable of

paying premiums on his proposed cover raises the question

who would be the beneficiary if this applicant takes an exit

from this world. On the death of the applicant there should

occur a financial loss that is measurable. The risk

assessment would be from the angle of a standard life; how

much deviations from this could be allowed and how much

the applicant has deviated. All cannot be standard lives.

Deviations are bound to be there. What interests the

insurer is the extent of deviation within which he could

offer insurance cover without loss to the Company.

Insurers have their assessment of standard lives, both male

and female. In India only category I lady lives are

considered at par with male lives for the purpose of

underwriting. They are women with earned income,

professionals and who are socially well placed. For other

categories of ladies the underwriting standards and limits

for cover are subject to many conditions, all those related to

Indian social culture and position of women in society.

Their insurance cover limits are linked to their husbands'

insurance and sources of income. Handicapped persons

and persons with congenital defects too are insured,

depending upon the degree of physical perfection or

impairment they possess. Persons who have undergone

surgical operations also are covered.

In the process of risk assessment insurers in India offer non

medical insurance to lives that are standard and near to

standard. Their risk exposure could be equal to the risk

exposure of a standard life. They are offered life cover at

standard rates of the insurance company. In some cases, for

example an application for a heavy cover or the applicant

reporting some previous illness or accident or the applicant

is higher in age, cover is offered after a medical

examination of the proposer is done. This is so done to rule

out probable adverse and degenerating effects of illness or

accident or age. Depending on the results of the medical

examination cover may be offered at standard rates or at a

higher rate. The higher rate could be one related to an extra

premium on account of health, occupation etc. This is a

case of offering insurance cover on terms other than

standard rates. What is to be understood and taken note of

at this point is that insurance cover is not denied on an extra

risk faced by the life, but the extra risk is sought to be

covered by any of the following methods, viz. i). Charging

an extra premium ii). Cover offered for a reduced term or

iii). Cover offered under some other plan. It could also be

that the proposal or application for insurance is kept in

abeyance to be considered in future [a postponement of

proposal] or that it is accepted by levying a lien on the

policy. A lien implies that in case of a death claim a certain

portion of the sum assured would belong to the insurer; if it

is a reducing lien the charge by the insurer would be coming

down over the years. And on a full disclosure of facts or on



display of an extra risk insurance cover is not denied

generally, it being a public policy that as far as possible

insurance is the rule and denial is exception. In very

exceptional cases when an insurer can not under any

circumstance offer cover under any of the alternatives -

meaning that the risk on the life is so high on account of

moral or physical or health or occupational hazards - the

insurer rejects the application [proposal], which is

technically termed 'declining of proposal'.

Chart I shows the summary of underwriting decisions of

two life insurance offices .

Number Percentage

1. Proposals Received 49333

2. Proposals Completed 47931 97.15%

3. Proposals Accepted at O.R. 46678 94.62%

4. Proposals Accepted with 221 0.45%

Health-extra

5. Proposals Accepted with 500 1.01%

Occupation-extra

6. Postponed: 1          0.002%

7. Accepted on terms other than 4 0.008%

those proposed:

8. Declined: 4 0.008%

Many prospects meet the insurers' underwriting standards

by paying extra premiums, agreeing to different

terms/conditions suggested or simply through suppression

of material facts creating asymmetry of information. The

insurer, however, is protected by law from risks arising out

of suppression of material facts, and from litigation under

Insurance Act, 1938 . It is seen that the prospect makes an

assessment of the risks he is likely to face by entering into a

contract of life insurance. This process is “Reverse

underwriting by the prospect” and his consequent

decisions are comparable to the underwriting decisions

the insurer as could be seen in the following:

i) Prospect agreed to the solicitation for insurance and

decided to purchase life insurance as suggested by the

1

2

3

of

Chart I

5 REVERSE UNDERWRITING

Agent. This decision of the customer is akin to insurer's

“Accepted on ordinary terms”.

ii) The Agent has suggested a particular plan/term with

specified benefits that suited the prospect but the prospect

made a counter suggestion that he would prefer a different

plan/ term/ benefits. Here the prospect's decision is akin to

insurer's underwriting decision “to accept the proposal on

terms other than that was proposed”.

iii) Prospect agreed to go in for life insurance cover later

[not now]. This decision of the prospect is akin to insurer's

decision Postponed”.

iv) The prospect refused to buy life insurance. This

decision of the prospect is akin to the insurer's decision

“Declined” on a proposal. The prospect fears high risks,

which ultimately leads him to refuse to go in for insurance.

Chart II below shows summary of the results of reverse

underwriting decisions of 21169 prospects whose

responses were collected and analyzed as part of this study.

1. Life insurance solicited             21169

from  [Proposals]

2. Persons who bought policies      5568          26.30

readily [Proposal accepted at

ordinary rates]

3. Persons who bought other          3362          15.88

policies [Proposal accepted

On terms other that suggested]

4. Solicitation/Proposals                4813          22.74

Postponed

5. Proposals refused [Declined]     2429           11.47

6. No money to spare now             1885             8.90

A response such as “No money to spare now” is not a

reverse underwriting decision as long as the answer is not

intended to avoid a sale.

While going through the reverse underwriting process a

prospect is assessing the various risks he is likely to

encounter during the period of contract if he were to say

Number Percentage

Chart II
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'yes' to the solicitation of the insurer. These risks are also

fears of the prospect. There could be a plethora of

perceived risks, but some of the most prominent among

them are:

i) What if the company fails? [Insurer related risks]

ii)What if the Agent fails? [Risks related to the Salesmen

iii)What if the product fails? [Risks related to products]

iv)What if returns on investment fail? [Risks related to

investment etc.]

v) What if social/legal stability fails? [Risks related to

future society]

vi) Other Risks

a. Associated with government policies

b. Associated with experiences of other

insured/claimants

c. Associated with parting with liquidity of money

d. Related to the beneficiary rightly getting the

benefits

e. Associated with inherent irrationality of human

behaviour

Chart III below throws light on the comparative analysis

of underwriting by the insurer and reverse underwriting

resorted to by the prospects.

Let us complete underwriting decisions

1. Proposals received by                  49333        21169

2. Accepted at ordinary rates          97.15%     26.30%

Accepted on terms other -

3. Than those suggested                   1.468%      15.88%

4. Proposals postponed                     0.002%      22.74%

5. Proposals declined                         0.008%     11.47%

Chart IV is a percentage wise study of the major cause of

refusal by prospects and professionals.

Analyze, why they refused

Insurer      Prospect

Chart III

Chart IV

Number Percentage Professionals

Perception[%]

Insurer-related risks 562 23.14 12

Agent-related risks 443 18.24 27

Product-related risks 218 8.97 15

Investment-related 947 38.99 24

Risks

Social risks 36 1.48 15

Other risks 223 9.18 7

Total 2429 100 100

A note on behavioral economics included in the

International Encyclopedia of Social and Behavioral

Sciences summarizes the approach of the subject to

behavior in these words, “Bounded rationality reflects the

limited cognitive abilities that constrain human problem

solving. Bounded willpower captures the fact that people

sometimes make choices that are not in their long-term

interest. Bounded self-interest incorporates the comforting

fact that humans are often willing to sacrifice their own

interests to help others…. We then illustrate how these

concepts can be applied in two settings: finance and

savings…The standard economic model of human

behavior includes (at least) three unrealistic traits:

unbounded rationality, unbounded willpower and

unbounded selfishness. These traits are good candidates

for modification" [Mullainathan Sendhil and Thaler

Richard H.]. Let us look at the life insurance selling a little

closer. Indian insurance law says that life insurance is the

subject matter of solicitation. It is the duty of an insurance

Agent to solicit and procure insurance business. Therefore

the real work of life insurance sale starts when an Agent

identifies a person, who on an analysis of his needs

deserves to be covered under life insurance and who is

financially sound enough to pay the premiums. Of course

in group products the group annuities or superannuation

or gratuity products - sale is directly made by insurance

Companies, i.e. through their officers. This is so done in

many countries. The life insurance salesman Agent has

6.DISCUSSION
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tailor made products of his company that answers the

needs of the prospect. If not, he would make a

combination of products and add various benefits to the

basic product by way of rider benefits and present to the

prospect. This is one of the earliest stages of sales. When an

insurance Agent solicits life insurance business, the

prospect takes a decision after applying a little reasoning to

the solicitation. For example, “What this particular Agent

offers is a promise of a good bundle of benefits on

the happening of certain events, but a lot of money would

leave me on account of payment of premium. What I

get is a conditional promise, but what I give out is liquid

cash. Shall I agree to the solicitation? What are the likely

risks involved in this transaction for me?” 'We are wired in

such a way that losing money hurts more than getting

money feels good' [Daniel Kahneman]. If the customer

comes to the company seeking life insurance cover

unsolicited, the insurer would look at him with suspicion as

to why he is going in for life insurance. The insurer would

look for hidden risks of death or serious illness. Quite

similar to this, the prospect's attitude to a suggestion for life

insurance is one of suspicion. A plethora of questions

come before him. These are essentially risks foreseen by the

prospect.

There are products that offer short-term service and there

are products that offer long term or even very long term

service. Short-term services, if repeated again and again,

give the effect of long term service. If the services are well

provided by a certain service provider in the short term we

frequent him every time we need the service. That is why

people go to the same hairdressers every time they need the

service. Once you do not find the shop in the street corner,

you would switch over to another hairdresser without any

financial loss obviously because there was no advance

payment made to the one who disappeared. This is not so

in life insurance.

In 1987 I purchased a mixie for use in the kitchen

motivated by the excellent advertisement and the good

words of the salesman. The mixie gave very good service

till 2002 when it developed some minor trouble. I took it to

in future

now

i. What if the Company fails? [Insurer related risks]

a very popular shop for repair. I was told that the product

no doubt was fine, but you can not get spares, as the

company was no more in existence. This was a lesson to

me. Products, however perfect they may be, are not the real

service providers; the service provider is the company.

Services that are spread over a long period like life

insurance need companies that have been visible for the

people for generations, like the peepul tree or oak. Visibility

provides acceptance. Visibility is acceptance.

In the Indian situation there has been a national monolith

in life insurance business, which is strongest in its finances

and fully supported by its shareholder, the government of

India. The government, like shareholders of any other

company, guarantees all the liabilities of the company to its

customers . It has universal visibility and obvious

acceptability. Many other life insurance companies too

have history of long existence and good performance.

Before the entry of private sector life insurers to Indian

market, little information on insurance abroad was coming

to India. Now the coming up of a large number of

insurance publications in the country and entry of foreign

magazines and journals in insurance and exposure through

internet tell the average Indian a lot about amalgamations

and take-overs, large scale frauds, company liquidations

and company losses in insurance thereby providing ample

fear on risks related to insurers. People have started

realizing that life insurance is not that simple and

managing life insurance companies is a little more

complex. And when the Agent approaches a prospect, the

prospect silently listens to him in the background of the

news he had heard about the company or its partner. News

may be good or bad, right or wrong. The Rating

companies such as AM Best &co, Standard and Poor and

Moodys too do a lot of study on insurance companies and

publish about their financial strengths and award a rating

for each company.

The past decade has seen a dramatic rise in the number of

insolvent insurers. The ostensible causes of these

insolvencies were myriad…. The 'churning' of policies by

unscrupulous sales agents, insolvencies among the re-

insurers backing the policies issued, non compliance with

4
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The Atomium of Insurance Company Failure

insurance regulation, and misfeasance on the part of

officers and directors of the insurance companies affected

some as well. But despite the numerous and disparate

apparent causes of these insolvencies, the underlying factor

in all of them were the same: inadequate risk management

practices [Babbel, David F and Santomero, Anthony M

(1996)].” Given below is a diagram [diagram 1] showing

insurance company failures all over the world. 'Our

database contains records for approximately 700 failed

companies, for a few of which dates of failure have not yet

been identified. The companies are from many different

domiciles all over the world and may, as a result, be subject

to local political or economic influences. The failures cover

the last 35 years or so but our sources appear to pick up only

a small minority of the cases before the mid-1980. Our

analysis therefore concentrates on the figures over the last

15 years or so, which should reflect 2 or 3 full insurance

cycles. The full failure data is illustrated in the following

Graph [Roger Massey]:

We have identified some common causes of insurance

company failure supported by both recent and past failures.

In addition to the fraudulent activities and management

incompetence, which may be found in any industry, there

are many closely linked factors that are more specific to

insurance company failures. The "Atomium of Failure"

attempts to show the relative importance of the common

factors and the links between these factors [Roger Massey]

[Diagram 1]

[Diagram 2]

In cases of failure of a banking company, government

[India] has provided for some compensation to each

account holder through the Deposit Insurance

Corporation, but not so with insurers. LIC has unique

backing, not so for others . For insurers reputation risk

[Schwamm, Henri (2005)] too is relevant.

'The financial services industry has claimed an ever

growing share of the nation's income over the past

generation making the people who run it incredibly rich.

Yet, at this point, it looks as if much of the industry has

been destroying value, not creating it. And it is not just a

matter of money: The vast riches achieved by those who

managed other people's money have had a corrupting

effect on our society as a whole…The pat system on Wall

Street lavishly rewards the appearance of profit, even if

that appearance later turns out to have been an illusion.

[Paul Krugman (2008)]. This is what is happening in

India's financial industry too

The duality of human nature embraces the idea of debt. It

delights when it helps us buy homes, investments,

entertainment appliances and vacation condos. It is a

demon when it consumes us. American International

Group Inc prompted a federal take over because of debt's

dark side. Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc, which filed for

bankruptcy last week, was immolated by it. Other firms

will be torched by it. The institutional debt firestorm and

credit crisis has raged through world financial markets

5
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with vengeance and no one knows when or how it will end.

[John F.Wasik(2008)]. Not only long standing of the

insurance Company but also its management of other

people's funds with prudence in investment ensuring

security of capital and reliable return on investments added

with visible fulfillment of commitments made to

customers are the corner stone of dependability on an

insurer. Therefore, 'what happens if the insurance

company fails?' is an item of high risk for the prospect in his

decision-making to buy life insurance.

The 'Agent' here represents all intermediaries engaged in

the soliciting and procurement of life insurance business.

Every prospect knows that for selling any life insurance

product the Agent [or any intermediary] is compensated,

in proportion to the premium. A natural corollary of this is

that the salesman is interested in the volume of his

compensation, on many an occasion without even

covering the desired needs of the customer. Unfortunately

many salesmen have gone in this direction though law puts

the interests of the customer first. Agents shall abide by the

various rules and regulations prescribed by the government

and the insurance regulator, the IRDA [Insurance

Regulatory and Development Authority (of India)].

Operating within this framework also, conflicts of interests

arise in the working of an Agent.

Historically in our country the life insurer pays out current

liabilities out of current revenue and investments once

made is never called back for meeting a liability.

Consequently new business of the life insurer has to go up

constantly every year. Either productivity of salesmen has

to go up or number of salesmen has to go up to answer this.

The conflicts of interests for the salesmen come up on

account of: (a) an Agent is compensated for his work

through remuneration called commission, which is linked

to the amount of premium he brings in (b) commission in

the initial years of a life insurance policy are at higher rates

compared to that in later years (c) every Agent is interested

in more new business than in retention of old business, and

(d) a lot of unethical practices enter life insurance sales.

ii. What if the Agent fails? [Risks related to the

Salesmen]

Ignorance and carelessness of Agents have made many

claims get repudiated. This shows an element of non-

dependability on Agents, or one may call it agent-related

risk.

It would be relevant to refer to the decision of National

Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission, New Delhi in

R.P.No.982/2004 while upholding the contention of the

Life Insurance Corporation of India for repudiation of

claim. “We are unable to appreciate as to why two separate

policies were taken within a gap of two days. Our worst

fears are further compounded by the fact that the insured

died within a period of less than four months. It has been

severally held that policy is a contract of 'utmost good

faith'. The proposal form's details of which we have

discussed earlier goes to show discrepancies in column in

respect of date of birth, age, income and also with regard

“earlier policy taken, if any”, about the status of policies.

Before us a plea is advanced that complainants and the

deceased were not highly educated and these forms were

filled in by the Agents” [National Consumer Disputes

Redressal Commission].

Life Insurance Agents are agents and life insurance

companies are their principals. Therefore the Agent should

never exceed the authority given to him by his principal

company. The Government and the Regulator have

provided for several safety measures to protect the interests

of the customers through laws, rules and regulations. It is

even defined as to what shall be told and how an advice

shall be rendered to a client at the point of sale. Companies

and Insurance Councils take efforts to bring in ethical

standards in life insurance business. In spite of all this the

truth is that there is a wide credibility gap in the sales by

many Agents. The canonical principal-agent problem

involves a risk-neutral principal who must use incentives to

motivate a risk-averse agent to take a costly, unobservable

action that improves the principal's pay off. The standard

solution requires an inefficient shifting of risk to the agent.

Concentrating on incentives can crowd out the very

qualities in a relationship that makes social efficiency

possible [Andrew B. Whitford (2002)].

Conditions of life insurance plans are made out lightly,
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risks and benefits are exaggerated, forms are filled by the

Agents and customers are made to sign dotted lines only.

Customers feel the Agent is an agent for the Company

when he fills a proposal form or does something, but when

it comes to a dispute the Company would say while the

Agent filled the form he acted as an agent of the customer.

Agents may have coordinators or Assistant Branch

Managers or Branch Managers to supervise and guide and

motivate them in their sales and service aspects;

unfortunately they too often fall prey to business greed and

land in the shoes of the unscrupulous Agents.

Agency costs are a type of transaction cost, reflecting the

fact that without incurring costs, it is impossible for

principals to ensure agents will act in the principals'

interests. There is information asymmetry in favour of the

agent, who regards information as a source of power and

therefore hoards and guards it [Waterman and Meier

(198)]. As a consequence more often than not insurance

Companies and their officials tend to protect the

intermediaries when they come into conflict with the

prospects. Professionalism of an insurance Agent is akin to

dependability. Any deviation found or experienced by

oneself or by someone else provides a risk related to

salesmen. The prospect withdraws.

Product development services include analyzing and

assessing the market, acquiring customers, retaining and

growing the company's customer base. New product

development can play an important role and service as a

key differentiating factor for the life insurer. The new

product development process consists of a series of steps.

They are idea generation (from internal and external

sources), idea screening, concept development and testing,

business analysis, marketing mix development, test

marketing and commercial launch. Corporate branding is

more in life insurance than in product branding. Brand

communication is cautiously done by the insurer to project

the right kind of image in the minds of the customer,

customer expectations form a key element of the brand

strategy based on which a suitable brand positioning is

evolved. The pricing of insurance products not only affects

the sales volume and profitability but also influences the

iii. What if the product fails? [Risks related to products]

perceived quality in the minds of the consumers. There are

several methods of pricing insurance, based on insurance

marketer's corporate objectives. They are survival

approach, sales maximization approach and profit

maximization approach [ICMR Centre for Management

Research]

Heard the story of animals in the forest selecting their king

through a competition, the competition being ability to

count the number of spots on the body of a leopard? Each

animal would come, start counting the spots and when they

reach nearly ten they would be confused as to which spot

was counted and which one was omitted. At last the rabbit

came. After some observation he claimed that he has

counted the spots there are only two spots, the red and the

yellow. This kindergarten story explains to the Agent and

the customer that basically there are only two life insurance

benefits the term assurance which gives benefit on loss and

pure endowment which provides benefit on survival (no

loss) during the term. All life insurance products are

combinations of these benefits in varying proportions. But

then, there are hundreds of life insurance products

available with life insurers for sale. Added to this, there are

the rider benefits, which are known differently for different

insurance Companies.

In India we are facing a situation which economists would

call 'imperfect / oligopolistic competition' in the insurance

market. Imperfect competition does not mean that

competition is imperfect, but it is a market situation as

distinguished from 'Perfect competition'. An essential

feature of imperfect competition is 'Product

differentiation'. Product differentiation may be understood

as different life insurance companies bringing out

differentiated products or plans, which are relatively, close

substitutes for each other, but not perfect substitutes as

such. This can easily be achieved by mixing term assurance

and pure endowment benefits in varying proportions or by

providing for add on benefits or additional ancillary life

insurance services/benefits.

Product differentiation is also achieved through effective

sales promotion and selling activity through selling costs.

Selling costs may be defined as those costs, which are

incurred by a company to persuade customers to purchase

its products in preference to those of others. These go to



alter the position of the demand curve for a product or of a

company. Price variations and non-price competitions by

Companies put the prospect in a very difficult situation

where he is not in a position to exercise an option or choice

on a product/service. Informative advertisements which

give product information to the prospect or the general

public not only explains the exclusive features of the

company's product but also goes to sound that these

features are not available with other competitors.

The main risks associated with products are: i. whether the

product will successfully negotiate through the entire term

proposed? Ii. Whether the product is able to honour all the

promises made under the product? Iii. Whether the

product is able to ensure the projected profitability? Iv.

Whether the product is having an appropriate pricing

substantiated through long term experience? V. Whether

the insurer continues to market and prospects continue to

buy the product?

There is no stream to provide financial education to

customers or students. The information received through a

company's Agent is always biased in favour of the

Company and many do not know the nuances of finance.

Financial education can be initiated by national

governments and voluntary and professional bodies as

well. The Insurance Committee of the OECD Countries'

Financial Education Project, for example, states that

“There is a growing need for insurance policyholders and

pension beneficiaries to be better informed but also

educated. This is particularly relevant for defined

contribution schemes where the investment risk is borne by

the employee (policyholder)”. In some countries, financial

education is imparted through voluntary service. In India

though the consumer protection law provides consumer a

right for “Consumer education,” it is more observed in

breach than in compliance.

Every insurer comes out with unique insurance products

that are new innovations in product differentiation.

Prevailing products are withdrawn and new products are

introduced to the market . Eg: Given below are details of

products withdrawn and introduced in India during the

past ten years [Since 1997] by the public sector life insurer

for ten years. For new-entrant-private insurers it has been a

period of introduction only.

5

Plans Introduced Withdrawn

Conventional plans 24 11

Pension/annuity plans 06 03

Unit-linked insurance 06 03

Plans

Risks arising out of products pertain mainly of three

categories, viz. i. withdrawal of a product by the company,

and ii. Return on investments falling short of projected

expectations and iii. Risks arising out of complexities in

the design of the product where various conditions could

be interpreted differently. Withdrawal of a product means

the product will no longer be marketed. However, since a

withdrawn product is removed from company-manuals,

servicing of these products poses many problems. Risks

related to products do have another dimension. Over a long

period Company policies do change making some

products unattractive compared to other products

A specific example is cited here: Bonus rates were

consistently going up on with-profit policies for forty years

in India, i.e. till1994-95. In that year bonus rate was INR71

per thousand sum assured. Rates were same irrespective of

term. In 1995-96, rate fell by INR 2, i.e. it became INR 69.

But from 1996-97 bonus differentiation was made on the

basis of term the longer the term the higher the bonus. But

bonus on long-term policies went on increasing whereas

that on medium and short term went on coming down. See

the rates below :

A graphical presentation, as below, would make the

differentiation more explicit.

.

6

Year 1995-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02

Long term [25 yrs] 69 73 74 76 78 79 71

Medium term [15 yrs] 69 71 69 67 65 66 58

Short term [5 yrs] 69 67 62 58 56 55 49

[Diagram 3]
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Stipulations by companies such as provision for

recalculation of annuities every five-seven years, provision

for automatic conversion of annuities to life annuities with

no return of capital if the annuitant has reached seventy-

five years are examples of risks related to products. The

prospect is so confused that on every choice on products he

exercises, he feels an equally good alternative is forgone.

This applies equally before the sale as also after the sale.

This is a risk every prospect/consumer faces for which no

salesman offers an answer. In view of this risk of product

selection/rejection prospects choose the easy answer 'I do

not want life insurance now'. This 'now' is a permanent

'now' whenever the salesman meets him. We feel it is 'an

objection' to sale, but in reality it is a reverse underwriting

decision that has to be addressed on an altogether different

plane.

Price is value of a thing expressed in terms of money. So

money does not have price, it has only value. Investment

returns are directly related to value of money or its

purchasing power. A customer feels he has been paying life

insurance premium at the rate of ten percent of his salary

for the past several years and each premium could have

purchased a gold sovereign at the price prevailing then.

Now that several years have passed and his policy has

matured, he can not purchase even ten sovereigns with the

maturity value. Looking back he feels he had taken a wrong

decision to save money through life insurance. He thinks

'had this money been invested in land, shares, stocks,

debentures or bonds…'. The fact remains that even today

he does not invest in any of these things either.

Return on investment is one of the primary considerations

of a prospect before investing in life insurance. In

endowment, annuity and unit-linked insurance plans

returns on investment play an important role in buying

decisions. Most of the customers are rational people who

understand the general performance of the economy. To

generalize, one may say that customers' response to

investment returns depends on their expectations on

present return on investment, future probabilities on

returns, company's ability to tide over the adverse

situations, expectations on the availability of various

iv. What if returns on investment fail? [Risks related to

investment etc.]

insurance services and convictions on the appropriateness

of the premium charged, etc. Why returns on investment

are not appropriate might be answered through an easy

reply, “The premium is high”. In life insurance price is

wrongly equated with premium. The premiums paid by a

policyholder for a life insurance policy with a particular

face value might intuitively appear to be the appropriate

measure of price. Premiums, however, prove deficient as a

price measure because in insurance markets, most of the

premiums are returned to the policyholder in the form of

claims payments or surrenders. Economists and industry

analysts thus uniformly view the price of insurance as the

spread between the premiums paid and the amount that the

insured expects to have returned on average in claims and

surrenders [Eric W.Sippel]. The spread is the amount paid

to the insurer for service of transferring risk. Almost all

empirical studies of insurance markets use spread as the

appropriate price that equates supply and demand [David

F. Babbel (1985)]. The following ratio represents the typical

method of measuring this spread for a particular insurance

product.

Spread = (P-C-S)/ C+S

Where P represents the total expected premium payments

made for the product, C is the expected claim pay outs, and

S is the expected payments made for surrenders (net of

surrender charges). [All variables in this formula represent

net present values. A few of the subtleties affecting life

insurance pricing, such as investment income earned by the

insurer, are ignored. These omissions do not necessarily

affect the analysis of life insurance spread undertaken in

this paper]. An insurer will increase the supply of insurance

in the primary market if by doing so it can guarantee

returns that, when adjusted for risk; exceed its cost of

capital. These returns do not depend on the dollar value of

the premiums but on the mark up over costs accruing to the

insurer when selling its policies. Similarly it is the mark up

or loading to the insurer that determines whether

consumers will transfer their risk to the insurer [Neil

A.Doherty and Hal J.Singer (2002)]. But prospects see

premium as price and they opine the premium is high. Such

situations of overpricing may be the result of an imperfect

market. But markets get corrected over a period to remove

the arbitrage like situations. Since price gets fixed for long
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durations for contracts of life assurances, the benefits of

market corrections do not flow back to the policyholder

a l r e a d y i n t h e b o o k s o f a n i n s u r e r

[Chidambaram,S.(2007)]. Consequently, the customer

virtually faces a situation of uncertainty and risk as far as

his investment is concerned.

Return - expectations were positively correlated with

investment allocation. Provision of past performance

information appears to create an expectation for future

returns around the same level as past returns. Research

findings suggest that outcome history is a predictor value,

with a positive outcome history leading to higher risk

propensity [Byrne and Kathleen (2005)]. A corollary to this

finding is that if the outcome history is unfavourable it

could affect the business prospects of a life insurer.

Outcome history might be unfavourable for the following

reasons:i. Faulty investment policy of the insurer ii.

Operation of business cycles, especially long term cycles

such as Kondratiff cycles and iii. Operation of

underwriting cycles.

Business cycles are alternating wave like movement in

economic activity of a country, with periods of expansion

and periods of contraction with a mathematical regularity.

There are business cycles of varying durations like

Kondratiff cycles of 50-60 years, Juglar cycles of 8-10 year

duration and Kitchin cycles of 3-4 year duration. Within

these there are 10-11 month expansion and 1-2 month

contraction. During expansion all economic activity

moves positively and during contraction there is economic

slow-down. These are represented in the following

diagram, which will explain business cycle in simple ways.

Lack of understanding of the business cycles by the field

force have resulted in a business fall for the life insurance

[Diagram 4]

industry now. The marketing officials are not in a position

to give even a vague idea of economic expansion and

contraction to their customers and this has led to

tremendous magnifying of investment risk. How a wrong

timing of selling can result in distorted perception of

investment risk could be seen from the following two

diagrams:

A falling net asset value reflects an adverse outcome history

which reduces prospects' propensity for risk taking. Let us

see how bonus on endowment policies fared over a period

of years in the Life Insurance Corporation of India. The

diagram 7 represents bonus on sum assured above Rs

50,000 for a term above 20 years, excluding final additional

bonus. A clear case of adverse outcome history, now

showing a reversing of the trend.

[Diagram 5]

[Diagram 6]

Wrong timing of selling

Investing when NAV is highest: Leads to fall in NAV
and poor return after lock in period
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The outcome history of the private sector insurers does not

speak of anything in favour either. The performance of

private life insurance companies of India for the years

2005-06 and 2006-07 reflected through their profits/losses

during these years are given below: [Figures are in crores of

rupees, (+) = profit, (-) = loss]

Such performances rightly put the prospects on alert as to

investment risks. Underwriting cycles, with their swings in

underwriting margins have existed in insurance markets

for nearly a century. Such fluctuations' progresses may

have been attributed to phenomenon under the following

hypotheses financial pricing hypothesis, capacity

constraint hypothesis, financial planning hypotheses and

option pricing approach. Investment risk is associated

partially with inflationary tendencies in the economy the

forecasting of which is not easy. Even professional

economic forecasters acknowledge that their inflation-

forecasts are hardly certain even for the next year, not to

mention the next twenty years. When you look at an asset

from the perspective of its future purchasing power, you

can see that an asset that is risk less in nominal terms can be

very risky in real terms [Zvi Boudie et al (2005)]. All the

risks faced by the insurers are faced by the policyholders

with a time lag. Without-profit policy holders hold their

policy instruments, which is akin to debt instruments

[meaning thereby that the maturity value is fixed]

expecting the guaranteed sum on maturity. Here the insurer

has to ensure that sufficient funds are available at the time

of maturity of the policy for paying the maturity claim.

With-profit policyholders, on the other hand, would be

expecting a good bonus when the policies mature. Because

past bonus rates were very high these policyholders have

invested their money in with profit policies paying a higher

premium. Similarly the unit linked policyholders are

looking forward to an ever increasing net asset value.

Experience shows that financial industry, including life

insurance, is registering an erosion of value instead of

creating it and the investment risk is on the rise especially in

these turbulent days.

Investment risk does not only operate at the time of final

claims maturity claim or death claims on policies but also

on premature withdrawals like surrender of policies too.

Insurers enjoy monopsony position in the market. The

term monopsony refers to a firm that is the only purchaser

of goods or services in a given market [Dennis N.Carlton

and Jeffrey M.Perloff]. Insurer purchases a life insurance

policy from a customer on three occasions, viz. on the

occurrence of a claim [when the asset is purchased on

payment of full claim amounts], on surrender of a life

insurance policy [when the asset is purchased by the

insurer on a lower price, which insurers calls by terms such

as discounted value/present value/surrender value] and

on lapsation of a policy without acquiring any paid up

value [when the insurer purchases the asset at zero price].

Assume a situation where a Housing Company sells its

houses to buyers on condition that in case the buyer wants

to sell the house he could do so only to the Housing

Company at a price quoted by the Company. A similar

situation is created when a policy is surrendered. Let us

assume that a lapsed policy is being surrendered and the

surrender value factors used by the insurer are [term being

ten years]:

Completed term in years (surrender value factor in

percentages) 1(0), 2(47.43), 3(50.70), 4 (54.40), 5 (58.59), 6

(63.82), 7 (69.53), 8 (75.76), 9 (82.57), 10 (100).

The insurer pays simple reversionary bonus, assumption is

INR 50 per INR 1, 000 per year is the rate of bonus. The

Table below [Chart VI] gives the paid-up value, gain to the

company on each year's surrender action and gain to the

Birla Sun Life -140 -61

ICICI Prudential -649 -188

ING Vaisya -178 -124

HDFC Standard -126 -129

Max New York Life -60 -60

Reliance Life -315 -98

Bajaj Alliaz -72 -99

SBI Life +4 +2

Kotak Mahindra -110 -44

Metlife -12 -79

Aviva -132 -143

Sahara -1 -8

Shriram Life +10 +2

Bharati AXA -80 –

[The Hindu]

Company 2006-07 2005-06
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company in case the customer takes the paid up value at the

end of the term.

Endowment Policy for a term of ten years, sum assured

INR 1, 000. Premiums paid in yearly mode. Bonus is

assumed to be INR 50 and interest assumed for

accumulation is 5%.

+ Expenses of the insurer not taken into account

*Nothing is payable to the policyholder if the policy lapses

after payment of only one premium.

@ C (1+i) 1, where C = paid up value plus bonus
[column 2], n = the remaining number of years for
maturity and i = 5 %

Series 1 represent the accumulated value of insurer's

immediate gain as on the date of maturity of the policy.

Series 2 represent the gain to the insurer if the paid up value

+ bonus are paid on date of maturity of the policy.

[Column 5 & 6 of Chart VI ]

The space between the blue and the pink lines in the above

diagram 8 represents the insurers' huge profit arising out of

an immediate surrender of the policy. In all cases of total

lapsing of policies without acquiring paid up value the

entire money paid by way of premiums belongs to the

Period Paid up Surrender Immediate gain+ Accumulated Gain to insurer@

elapsed value(+) value to the insurer/ value of on maturity date

in years bonus loss to insured immediate if policy matured

gain on matu-

rity date

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 year INR 150 0* 150 233 244

2 INR 300 142 158 233 143

3 INR 450 228 222 312 183

4 INR 600 326 274 367 204

5 INR 750 439 311 397 207

6 INR 900 574 326 396 194

7 INR 1050 730 320 389 165

8 INR 1200 909 291 337 123

9 INR 1350 1115 235 259 67

10 INR 1500 1500 - - -

n

Chart VI

[Diagram 8]

insurer. The economic rent enjoyed by insurers on

repurchase of policies has been quite high, whether the

repurchase is by way of lapsing, surrender or discounting

of policies. Obviously insurers need not encourage trading

in policies by others as it would eat into their gains. Any

premature closure of policy therefore is a gain to the

insurer and a loss to the policyholder, a risk of investment

that the policyholder views quite seriously.

New social risks are the risks that people now face in the

course of their lives as a result of economic and social

changes associated with the transition to post industrial

society. Four processes are of importance. First, women

have moved into paid work in large numbers, while the

proportion of men who are economically active is falling.

Second, the increase in the absolute and relative numbers

of elderly people has implications for social care as well as

for the cost of traditional welfare state pensions and health

services. Third, labour market changes have lightened the

link between education and employment. Fourth change

lies in the expansion of private services [Peter Taylor-

Gooby].

Life insurance is an economic instrumentality, which is

always subject to social convictions. Every change in

society is effected through a change in law. In Kerala the

law relating to succession once entitled sisters' children

(nephews and nieces) legal heirs of the maternal uncle's

property. In other words sons and daughters would not

have any right on the property of their father. If a person

died without having any nephew or niece the principle of

doctrine of lapse would apply and the property went to the

government. This law was changed when society

progressed and sons and daughters became heirs to parents'

property. The real social effect was that heirs of one time

became alien at another time as far as property rights are

concerned.

When the government passed a law making daughter's

children not eligible for equal right to grand mother's

property an entire group of people who were 'legal heirs'

earlier became 'no heirs'. Similarly, based on existing law

v. What if social/legal stability fails? [Risks related to

future society]
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courts do give pronouncements and relief, as regards

maintenance etc but the government may through further

enactment may take away the benefit? How can one say

that these wouldn't be repeated in life insurance? So I am

with the old king who offered his courtiers a prize if any

one among them created a sentence that could be

applicable to all situations in life. The king was more than

pleased when his court poet wrote, “This too will not

remain to stay [Yeh bhi nahin rahega]”. Yes, this sentence

applies to all situations. One does not know as to what

future holds in store for him, or the society or the country

itself. Any insurance company can not insure this

uncertainty. The ultimate insurer is God in heaven and the

government on earth. They would take care of any

unfortunate situation to which my dependents may land.

Expecting an insurance company to take care of my

dependents is too much of a risk, which I do not want to

undertake.

Every individual, when he looks back, sees society's

changing patterns of life styles, value systems and even

approach of legal systems. In contracts of life insurance,

which are really long term, customer raises a question of

confusion, not without reason, and 'Who knows who

would get the policy moneys?' In this process long-term

contracts become more risky as they are prone to societal

changes and changes in value systems. 'The protection of

policyholders in the emerging markets is driven by the

constraint of a low level of investor education / awareness

in these economies. These issues could lead to quick

undermining of the policyholders' confidence in the

system[Muralidharan, C.R. (2007)]

Operating from a 'guard-dog' perspective of the media, this

study investigates whether “Social change” or “Status

quo” news frames affected individuals' risk perception,

using an experimental design. Participants who read a

news-story that used the social change frame reported the

highest level of risk awareness, indicating that the way the

media frame a story about environmental issues has the

potential of risk' [Jessica L. Durfee (2006)]. Society is

constantly changing and social values too are changing.

These are influenced by factors such as political, legal,

'

economic, technological, labour-capital relationships,

poverty and economic backwardness, perceived social

status and a plethora of other similar factors on which the

individual citizen has no control. But each of these pose an

element of risk when it comes to a decision making

pertaining to a far future.

Individuals and companies could have their own

individual assessment of risks they are likely to face and in

many cases there could be unique explanations to such

assessments. Risks arising out of business insurance,

government policies , failure of government machinery

[Arthur White (2004) and Paul Braithwaite, (2005)]

liquidity risk, stupidity risk etc apply to prospects just as

they apply to insurers. These are some of the major risks

confirmed by the prospects themselves. There could be

many more additions to this list.

Political risk is the

possibility that some future legislature will be forced to

change the tax and other benefi provisions of pay-as you-

go social security programmes, when there are changes in

the demographic and macro economic variables that

support it [NBER (2006)]. My friends who purchased

pension policies in the late eighties and early nineties

paying enormous annual premiums (in those days Rs

40,000 per year was exempted from computation of

income if the same was paid as annual premium on

specified pension plans) were in for a shock when the

Government withdrew the tax concessions in 1992-93.

They were left with three options, viz.1. pay the premium

without enjoying any tax concession 2. Allow the policy to

lapse without paying any more premiums and enjoy

proportionate pension on the paid up value later, and 3.

Surrender the policy and avail of the surrender value

immediately as some concessions were granted on

surrender value calculations.

Similarly taxing the maturity value of life insurance

policies (although subject to conditions) has created a fear

in the customers' mind that the insurers' promises of tax

concessions may not be always available. Going too

technically and legally insurer has no locus standi to speak

7
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vi. Other Risks

Risks related to Government Policies:
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on tax concessions in the future because taxation is the

realm of the government. However the reality is that every

insurance salesman projects tax concessions to the

prospects as an advantage of life insurance. Any

withdrawal or reduction in tax concessions affects the

morale of the life insurance industry and the customer

equally.

There was a time when life insurance services provided in

India were treated like Provident Fund contributions.

Income tax concess ions were ava i lab le on

contributions/premiums and maturity value. This was

quite unique a treatment going against the usual standards

of taxation that if you give concessions at the point of

contributions then tax the maturity value or conversely

contributions/premiums may be taxed and maturity value

may be made tax-free. Then life insurance investment was

safe and secure.

Over the years the government has made life insurance

industry a good source of revenue. Though most of the

investments of the industry statutorily are invested in

governments, both Central and State, and socially

purposive areas and cooperative sector the government

opted to levy income tax on the insurer from the seventies.

On every policy bond issued the government charged Rs.

40/- (now Rs 20/-) per rupees one lakh sum assured as

stamp fee. Thirdly as shareholder of the insurer the

government takes a further 5% of the valuation surplus of

the company. Now service tax has been imposed on life

insurance.

The government has, through the Insurance Regulatory

and Development Authority Act, 1999, opened up the

insurance sector to private participation. Competition is

introduced in the name of customer choice but figures

already quoted in this Paper on profit/loss of life insurers

in India show that the government and the industry are

together posing the highest risk to the prospects by making

future unpredictable. Added to this is the two new Bills

introduced in Parliament on 22 December 2008, one for

enhancing the cap on foreign capital from 26% to 49% in

life insurance joint ventures and the other for i. Reducing

policyholders' share of surplus ( of LIC) from the present

95% to 90% and ii. For giving the Central Government the

power to take away sovereign guarantee for LIC through a

nd

government notification. Through these measures the

government is telling its people that taking life insurance

involves a big risk of falling returns and increased

uncertainty which amounts to investing in an instrument

which is progressively made unattractive. For prospects of

life insurance this is quite a big risk which can not be

predicted by any statistical probability.

Life insurance is taken out for

obtaining a claim, be it on death, accident, illness, and

disability of the life assured or maturity of the policy. From

the date of issue of a policy to the day of settling a final

claim the insured receives many services from the insurer,

which are generally known as 'ancillary insurance

services'. Other than in death claim, in all other services the

customer comes face to face with the insurer and 'feels' the

insurer. He realizes that the insurer is 'different' from what

the Agent had projected at the time of sale of the policy. He

finds the insurer quoting rules and speaking about

'requirements' if certain benefits are to be made available.

The insurer's office asks for identification of the customer

by some authority or shows its eagerness to adduce reasons

for denying some benefits under the policy contract. The

Agent who sold the policy is never to be seen. The customer

realizes that the marketing segment of the insurer and his

administrative wing are two entirely different entities with

the least worry as to their oneness. The worst comes when

the insurer repudiates a death claim [Chart VI]. This

generally happens when there is a case of deliberate and

willful suppression of material facts by the proposer for

insurance. This suppression has adversely affected the

insurer's decision to underwrite the risk. Here law provides

a safety valve for the insurer from getting cheated by

unscrupulous persons. It is also a protection to all good

policyholders that bad people should not be allowed to take

away good people's money.

Risks related to experiences of other insured

people/claimants:

Chart VII

Analysis of Repudiation of Claims

[number of policies] Individual death claims 2006-07



Each such experience as described above to any

policyholder gets too much currency than it ought to have

received. I should say Gresham's law is in operation here

too bad news drives away good news from circulation.

Customers rarely share their good experiences whereas

invariably every bad experience is aired to more than one

person. And the consequence is the feeling that entry into

life insurance involves a lot of probable risks, the insurer

himself may be the first to give up his promises as has

happened with so and so. Why to pay my own money to

buy such a risk? In the worst case the insurer may even

forfeit my money. Life insurance is not risk taking by the

insurance company; it is more risk taking by the life

assured.

Liquid cash is perhaps the most precious of all assets. One

needs it for enjoying its purchasing power any time and

anywhere. The need for liquid cash may be explained in

terms of transaction motive, precautionary motive and

speculative motive. Added to these motives is the

importance society attaches to the possession of money.

Any economist while analyzing the various reasons for

'interest' has not approached this social significance of

possession of money. It is a very interesting equation viz.

Risk associated with parting with liquidity of money:

Social significance provides importance in the economy

and monetary significance provides importance in society.

Liquid cash brings both. Why then an individual should

part with this money to an insurance company for securing

'a promise' which amounts to 'a compensation' in the event

of happening of a defined event. Compensation is a

payment in return for a physical loss. What compensation

can there be for loss of money. In fact this was one of the

finer points argued upon by legal luminaries before the

supreme court of India when the banks nationalization

case was taken up. By parting with liquid cash a prospect

may become poorer by the premium, is not becoming

richer by receipt of a claim. These arguments constantly

work in the prospects' minds and he may take a reverse

underwriting decision not to go in for life insurance cover.

Benefits are not claims alone.

Beneficiaries are not nominees alone. A loan against the

surrender value is a benefit. But the surrender value of life

insurance policies was slashed in India in 1986. This has

affected not only the loan eligibility from the insurer but

also loan eligibility from banks on assignment of a policy.

People who advanced money for policyholders on the

assignment of policies found that the subsequent surrender

value of the policy falling below the loan advanced by

them. Conversely assignors who assigned money back

policies thinking that the assignees may not get any money

other than installment claims on the policies found that

assignees could get loan from money back policies and they

could draw more money than that was advanced. In

natural calamities like the earthquake in Gujarat or the

tsunami in south Asia entire families including the

policyholder and the beneficiary might be wiped out.

Claim repudiations by insurers, claim stoppage by revenue

authorities, injunctions by courts on claim payments are

examples of beneficiary not getting the policy benefits in

time as provided for by the customer. Why then I should

shell out my hard-earned cash and purchase life insurance?

Better say “No” to the Agent. A reverse underwriting is

well executed.

Haven't you heard of love at first sight? What is the

Risks related to the beneficiary rightly getting the

benefits of life insurance:

Risk arising out of inherent irrationality of human

nature:

Company Total Repudiated % of claims

Claims repudiated

Aviva 577 53 9.19

Bajaj Allianz 2679 483 18.03

Birla Sunlife 577 111 19.24

HDFC Standard 1572 2 84 18.07

ICICI Prudential 3465 212 6.12

ING Vysya 569 79 13.88

Kotak Mahindra 440 62 14.09

Max New York 1946 263 13.51

Metlife 221 48 21.72

Reliance Life 303 27 8.91

Sahara 44 4 9.09

SBI Life 1280 172 13.44

Shriramlife 81 1 1.23

Tata AIG 1279 303 23.69

Private Total 15033 2102 13.98

LIC 611999 8767 1.43

Industry Total 627032 10869 1.73

IRDA Annual

Report

[

]
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rationale? We do not know. Similarly there occurs dislike

too at first sight. No rational answer. These reflect the

irrationality of the human nature. The human mind, may

be after analyzing situations, immediately jumps into

conclusions, which to our mind appears to be irrational.

Once these conclusions are formed the rational mind looks

for reasons for the conclusions. So you may start loving a

girl and then slowly feel her beautiful eyes or fine

complexion or good academic accomplishments etc. It

may also happen that you may not appreciate a girl much

and on further analysis you may find she has resemblance

to the photograph of a criminal you had seen. This can

happen with an Agent of an insurer or his officer or

manager. Their very looks or appearance may be offensive

to the prospect. The insurance company's advertisements

may have hurt a corner of the heart of the prospect. In a

vast country of varied culture and symbols, companies use

uniform advertisements for the whole country to induce

prospective customers to go in for their product. Why not

our insurance companies give regional advertisements? A

steel plant or a motor cycle company can afford to give a

uniform advertisement for the whole country, but not life

insurance companies who trade on emotions of the heart.

To a village where women folk do not utter their husbands'

names if you advertise on the benefits of life insurance on

death of the husband, you may be doing an intelligent act

but I would say you are unwise. Human nature is the host

of a thousand emotions and ratings all of which we would

put as 'inherent irrationality' of human mind. They are

never opened to an outsider. They are so personal. But they

play an important role in reverse underwriting in saying

that this company is not OK, this product is not OK, and

this salesman is not OK etc.

An important sector of life insurance business is the group

insurance where life covers and insurance are provided to

groups of people associated together with a commonality

of purpose and homogeneity of risk profile. There are four

major group insurance businesses, viz. the one year

renewable group term assurance, group gratuity assurance,

group superannuation assurance and the group savings

linked insurance. Social security insurance schemes under

the aegis of the Government of India implemented

through the Life Insurance Corporation of India are not

considered here. In any group insurance canvassing the

insurer can feel the reverse underwriting by the prospect.

Each of the risks discussed above is analysed threadbare

and conclusions are arrived at. Each aspect of taxation, tax

concessions, risk cover and exclusions thereon, settlement

of maturity and other claims all are negotiated by the

group prospect. Here the group prospects take studied

decisions, many times they insist on written commitments

by insurers.

Each fear is a perceived risk pulling back the prospect from

acceding to the solicitation for insurance. Having analyzed

the various risks anticipated by the prospects [in the form

of fears] let us see how statistical data support it [Chart II].

Whereas 'accepted at ordinary rates' amount to 97.15% of

the proposals received for the insurer, the corresponding

figure for prospects is 26.30%. This may be because of the

fact that insurers get proposals after primary underwriting

by their field force. Obviously therefore uninsurable cases

would be avoided by the field force. In case of prospects

such an underwriting does not take place. May be because

of this, only 26.30% of the prospects acceded to the

solicitation for life insurance by Agents.

The proposals for life insurance were made to the insurer in

such a way that acceptance at standard rates were easily

accomplished, only 1.468% of proposals were accepted on

terms other than those requested for. When proposals for

insurance business (solicitation for insurance) were made

to prospects, however, in 15.88% of cases the solicitation

was acceded to on conditions other than those suggested by

the Agents. This shows that only 42.18% of the prospects

contacted by the Agents go in for insurance immediately.

Some of the Agents are not suggesting appropriate plans to

prospects; that is why 15.88% of the prospects accepted the

Agents' suggestions on terms other than what they

This can be associated with the Agents-

related risks as perceived by prospects as 18.24% [given in

chart IV]. The percentage of postponement is too high at

22.74% among prospects; but some of this could be made

to avoid the Agent or the insurer. The percentage of refusals

or “Declined” is also on the higher side at 11.47%. This

response was further analyzed to find the probable risks

suggested.
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perceived by the prospects. The result is given Chart IV.

These risks have been assumed to be mutually exclusive for

the purpose of this study, whereas in actual practice some

overlapping is inevitable.

Experiences are indices to expectations. The same

experience may create two different reactions in two

different people. For example the financial education,

insurance and investment awareness, knowledge about the

economy etc may lead one customer to draw certain

conclusions. The lack of these backgrounds may lead

another customer to perceive and assess the same situation

differently. In other words risk perception and propensity

of prospects towards risk that guides reverse underwriting

has a strong bearing on their individual accomplishments.

To substantiate this diagram 9 is reproduced below

showing risk perception and propensity of experts and

novices [S.B.Sitkin and L.R.Weingart(1995)].

H1 Outcome history is positively correlated with risk

propensity

H2 Risk propensity is negatively correlated with risk

perception

H3 There is positive correlation between risk perception

and expected return for expert investors

H4 There is negative correlation between risk perception

and expected return for novice investors

H5 Return expectations will be driven by past performance

How do Consumers evaluate risk in Financial Products?

[Diagram 9 adapted from [Sitkin and Weigart (1995)]

information provided as an anchor

The risks as perceived by prospects during reverse

underwriting tallied with the findings of the analysis of

fears and could be divided into two clear groups, viz.

controllable risks and uncontrollable plus partially

controllable risks. The controllable risks are: Insurer-

related risks, Agent-related risks, and Product-related risks.

Together they contribute to 0.5035 probabilities for refusals

by prospects. The partially controllable and uncontrollable

risks perceived by the prospects are: Investment-related

risks, Social risks, and other risks. Together they contribute

0.4965 probabilities for refusals. Prospects and customers

do realize that some risks associated with investment are

beyond the control of the insurer, such as the effects of

recession or depression in the economy.

A group of thirty five Administrative Officers working in

life insurance industry have been asked to give their rating

of risks, based on the above six types ofrisks [responses in

Chart IV]. All these officers hold senior positions in life

insurance offices and have put in more than fifteen years of

service in the life insurance industry. According to them

controllable risks were 54% and uncontrollable and

partially controllable risks amounted to 46% of the total

risk, which almost tallies with the results of the earlier

survey. However the administrative officers have given only

24% weightage to investment-related risks where as

prospects assigned it 38.99 %. This is the result of their

[administrative officers] clear knowledge of insurance

investments and the security measures that are associated

with these investments. Imparting of knowledge as well as

awareness, therefore, is an important measure that could

bring down perceived risks related to investments. Product-

related risks perceived by administrative officers are almost

double [15%] that of prospects. This again, is caused by in -

depth knowledge of products and their performance. Risks

related to social and legal changes scored 15% weightage in

administrative officers' view as against a paltry 1.48% score

with prospects. For prospects, life insurance is one of the

many investments. For the administrators who spent an

entire career in life insurance enough opportunity is

available to study the consequence of social and legal

changes on life insurance policies, claims and on various

other ancillary services. Therefore, their assessment of risk

Outcome History
Risk

Propensity

How much to
invest

Problem Framing Risk
Perception

Return
Expectations

+

+

+

-

-

-

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

Novices

Experts
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in this category is very reliable. There is a strong

convergence of views on risk perception in reverse

underwriting amongst the researcher, the prospects and the

professionals. This offers a strong foundation for further

research.

Life insurance companies and their Agents solicit life

insurance from prospects since insurance is the subject

matter of solicitation in India. While considering these

proposals [solicitations] the prospects go through a process

of “Reverse underwriting” and assess the various risks they

are likely to face by agreeing to go in for life insurance. This

is in the same way as an insurer assesses the risks he is likely

to face from a life proposed for life insurance. Throughout

the world, the insurance industry has been explaining

prospects' “No”, “Not now” etc as sales objections and

endeavoring to clear these objections with various

explanations. It is rightly the prospects' reverse

underwriting decisions; they are not 'sales objections' but a

search for better alternatives. Better alternatives may be a

better [risk free] insurer, better [risk free] Agent, better [risk

free] product etc.

Prospects' refusal to go in for life insurance [decision to

decline the suggestion to go in for life cover] is a function of

a series of perceived risk factors of which some are

controllable and some are either uncontrollable or partially

controllable. If probability of the happening of a perceived

risk is below 0.5 the perception is reflected as a 'sales

objection'. Probability above 0.5 means the perception

leads to a refusal to purchase insurance cover. If life

insurance companies take care of the controllable factors

[who holds a probability above 0.5], which they can if they

so desire, more new business could be written.

1. Figures pertain to two Branches of the Life Insurance

Corporation of India for the finanacial year 2006-07.

2. Section 45 of the Insurance Act, 1938: Policy not to be

called in question on ground of misstatement after two

years Even after two years of commencement of the

policy, liability could be repudiated if the insurer could

prove that a] there has been a suppression of facts b] it was

deliberately made and c] it has affected the decision of the

7 CONCLUSION

END NOTES:

insurer while underwriting.

3. Section 107 of the Insurance Act, 1938: Previous

sanction of Advocate-General for institution of

proceedings required except when the proceeding is

instituted by the Insurance Regulatory and Development

Authority or an Administrator appointed under Section 52

of the Act. Where the Principal place of business of an

insurer is situate in a Union Territory, Advocate General

shall be construed as Attorney-General of India.

4. Section 37 of the Life Insurance Corporation Act, 1956

reads, “Policies to be guaranteed by Central Government:

The sums assured by all policies issued by the Corporation

including any bonuses declared in respect thereof and,

subject to provisions contained in Section 14 the amounts

assured by all policies issued by any insurer the liabilities

under which have vested in the Corporation under this Act,

and all bonuses declared in respect thereof, whether before

or after the appointed day, shall be guaranteed as to

payment in cash by the Central Government”.

5. These data are from the intranet site of the Life

Insurance Corporation of India's Actuarial department.

6. Source: Annexure to the Valuation Report of the Life

Insurance Corporation of India] [Bonus: Bonus is a share

in the surplus of a life insurance company. In India, the Life

Insurance Corporation of India declares bonus as “Simple

reversionary bonus”. That is, bonus is declared on INR 1,

000 sum assured [insured amount] per year and paid along

with claim. For example, if the bonus rate is INR 50 in a

year, the bonus addition on a policy of INR 1, 00, 000 will

be INR 5, 000 for that year. Similarly bonus will be declared

for each year and the total bonus addition will be made on

the policy at the time of claim. INR stands for Indian

Rupee, currency unit of India.

7. The Jeevan Akshay and Jeevan Dhara plans were

marketed in India in the light of heavy tax concessions

given on their premiums. Premiums paid towards these

plans in one year to the tune of INR 40, 000 was exempted

from income while calculating income tax liability. But in

1992 this concession was withdrawn and continuing to pay

premium on these policies became a burden for customers.

Obviously surrender of the policies was allowed without

imposing any loss on the policyholders.
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